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A lower bound is found for the operator norm of the product of two infinite 
block operator matrices on Hilbert space which depends only on the norms of 
submatrices of these operators. The methodology of the paper is to study 
sequence-valued functions on certain families of finite sets (the barriers of 
Nash-Williams) and show that the convex hulls of the ranges of any pair of such 
functions must contain points which are close, This is achieved by a study in infinite 
Ramsey theory. © 1993 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let (Xi.j) and (Y+,/) be two infinite block operator matrices acting on the 
same countably infinite direct sum of Hilbert spaces. Now of course we can 
always find a contractive operator D such that 
HXDYll/> IlXll II YH. 
However, if we insist further that D should be a diagonal block operator 
matrix (i.e., D = (Di, i) and Di.j= 0 when i#j)  then the inequality above 
need not always be satisfied. For example, suppose Xi, j=0  for all even j
and Ys. k = 0 for all odd j; then XD Y is zero for all diagonal D, irrespective 
of the norms of X and Y. It is with this example in mind that we pose the 
following problem. 
Problem I. Find a function fl such that, for all X, Y as above, 
sup IIXD Ylt > 3( g) 3( Y* ). 
IIDII ~< 1 
D diagonal 
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The problem as stated here admits some fairly trivial solutions. For 
example, we might define fl(X)= ][X1,1[[. However, note that whenever 
U= (Ui, j) is a permutation unitary for the rows and columns of X and Y 
then 
sup [IXDYI[ = sup I[ UXU*DUYU*[[. 
D D 
Thus, let us agree to insist that our desired lower bound should also be 
stable under conjugation by permutation unitaries. This leads to 
Problem II. Find a function/3 which satisfies problem I and such that 
9(UXU*) = ~(X) 
for all X and all permutation unitaries U. 
Recalling the "odd-even" example of the last paragraph, we observe that 
under our new assumptions, we must have fl(X)= 0 whenever any infinite 
collection of columns of X are zero. We shall show that, to within a small 
approximation, this is the most general case in which/~ must be zero. The 
following is the main theorem of the paper. 
THEOREM 1.1. Problem II is solved by taking x//5 • fl(X) to be the infinum 
of the norms of all the submatrices formed by selecting all possible infinite 
collections of columns of X. 
The remainder of the paper will be devoted to the proof of this theorem. 
It will be convenient to adopt a slightly different notation. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let E, (n ~ Z +) be a sequence of pairwise orthogonal 
projections on the Hilbert space ~.  Let X (resp. Y) be an operator on 9ff 
such that, for any infinite subset L of Z +, 
X~En >1 
ncL  
resp. ~ E, Y >1). 
n~L 
Then there is an operator D, commuting with all the En's, such that 
[[XD Y[[ >1 1 and [[DI[ < 5. 
Although this result is stated in operator-theoretic terms, it is, fundamen- 
tally, a problem of infinite combinatorics. The main work (Section 2) of the 
paper is couched entirely in combinatoric terms. In Section 3 we apply the 
combinatoric results obtained to analyse the operator theoretic aspects of 
Problem II. 
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The questions we consider here originated in the author's investigations 
into the structure of triangular operator algebras. In that context, certain 
algebras were described, as algebras of infinite block operators matrices, in 
terms of the relative size of the norms of their submatrices. In order to 
verify that the structure obtained was closed under multiplication, an 
estimate of the type proposed in Problem II was needed. Details of this 
application will appear elsewhere. 
To motivate some of the work in the next section, we include here a very 
straightforward fact which we shall use in the conclusion of the proof of 
Theorem 1.2. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let xi and Yi be two finite orthonormal sequences and let ai, 
bi be positive scalars such that Z~ max{a~-  b2, 0) < e2< 1. Then there is an 
operator D=~i#i (x i®y*  ) such that if x=~, ia ix  i and y=~.ibiYi then 
[IOy--xll2<2e and IIDII ~< 1 +e. 
Proof. Let S be the collection of indices i such that 
ai<.(1 +g)b  i. 
Then 
i~s iCs iCs 
and so 
( l+e)2g  2 
a~< (1 +~)2_  1 <2e" 
i¢s  
Let D = Y,i~s(ai/bi)(xi®Y*). Then IIDII ~< l+e and I{Dy-xll 2 = 
Zics a~ <2e. I 
We apply this lemma in the proof of Theorem 1.2 by constructing vectors 
x and y, where 
max{ IlEexll 2 _ tIE~ Yyll 2 0} < 
i 
and we have a bound above on Ilylt and below on IlXxlt. 
2. BARRIERS AND MIDDLETONS 
In this section we make a study of certain sequence-valued functions 
on collections of finite subsets of Z +, which we term middletons. The 
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techniques of this section are entirely those of infinite Ramsey theory and 
so we begin by reviewing some definitions and results in this field. 
If A is a collection of finite subsets of Z + we define the span, A, of A to 
be the union of all of the sets in A. We shall be concerned with collections 
A of finite subsets of Z + with the property that any infinite subset of 
contains some a e A as a subset. In fact, it will be very convenient o 
assume somewhat more for our collections: 
DEFINITION. Let A be an infinite collection of finite subsets of Z + such 
that every infinite subset of -4 has some element of A as an initial segment 
(that is to say, for some n > 0, the first n elements of the set, in order, 
belong to A.) If, further, no two elements of A are comparable under set 
inclusion then we say that A is a barrier. 
The simplest examples of barriers are found by fixing n E Z ÷ and letting 
B be the set of all n-element sets in Z +. The term "barrier" was first used 
by Nash-Williams [5] to define a property of relations which he termed 
"better quasi-ordering." This property was applied by Nash-Williams to 
study the structure of certain families of graphs under the relation of 
homeomorphic nclusion. Several authors have developed this approach to 
show that various natural relations on other categories are better quasi- 
ordered. In particular, we mention the celebrated work of Laver [4] whose 
theorem on the behavior of countable total orderings under inclusion and 
its dualization by Landraitis [3] have already benefited the present author 
in his classification of certain ideals of nest algebras. 
In fact, there will be no loss of generality in restricting our attention to 
barriers. This is evinced by the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1 (Galvin [2]). Let A be an infinite collection of finite 
subsets of Z + such that every infinite subset of A has an element of A as a 
subset. Then there is an infinite subset L of A such that every infinite subset 
of L has an element of A as an initial segment. 
Now, if A is a collection of finite subsets of Z + enjoying the property in 
the hypothesis of Galvin's theorem, we let Bo be the collection of those sets 
in A which properly contain no other elements of A. We can apply Galvin's 
theorem to Bo and let B be the collection of those b E Bo which lie in the 
infinite set so obtained. This clearly is a barrier consisting entirely of sets 
belonging to B. This justifies our concentration on barriers. 
If B is a barrier then any subset of B which is also a barrier is said to 
be a subbarrier of B. The reader will easily verify that B' is a subbarrier 
precisely when there is an infinite subset L of the span of B such that 
B'= {be B :b  ~_ L}. The following Ramsey-type theorem is the fundamen- 
tal result on barriers which we shall use. 
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THEOREM 2.2 (Nash-Williams [-5]). Let B be a barrier and suppose than 
B = B1 • B2 is a partition of B. Then one of B1, B2 contains a subbarrier. 
In the case that B consists of all n element sequences this is precisely 
Ramsey's theorem. As with Ramsey's theorem it is quite elementary to 
extend the result to the case when B is partitioned by finitely many sets. 
Nash-Williams' theorem has a simple proof using Galvin's theorem 
which, for completeness, we quote here from [ 1]. 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Either there is an infinite subset of/7 having no 
element of B~ as a subset or else every infinite subset of/7 has an element 
of B1 as a subset. In the latter case, by Galvin's theorem there is an infinite 
subset L of/7 such that B' = {b ~ B : b ~ L} is a subbarrier. If the former, 
then since B is a barrier then every subset of this set must have an element 
of B2 as an initial segment. Thus, we obtain a subbarrier B' ~ B 2. | 
Now, if A is any collection of finite subsets of Z + then we can totally 
order it with the lexicographic ordering. That is to say, if a, b ~ A then we 
say that a < b if the smallest element of the symmetric difference of a and 
b belongs to a. Fra'iss~ El, p. 663 attributes to Pouzet the observation that 
if no two elements of A are comparable by set inclusion and every infinite 
subset of A contains a set in A then A is lexicographically well-ordered. 
Thus, such collections of sets are well poised for transfinite induction 
arguments. We let rank B be the ordinal corresponding to the order type 
of the well-ordered collection B. In [1] Fra'iss6 gives a proof of Galvin's 
theorem due to Pouzet which uses transfinite induction on the rank of A. 
We gladly acknowledge the influence the ideas of this proof have had on 
the work that follows. 
When pursuing a transfinite induction argument on the rank of a barrier 
B, the following observation represents the crucial induction step. If i ~/7 
we let Bi be the collection of sets b with min b > i such that {i} u b belongs 
to B. Consideration of the nature of the ordering on B shows that rank B 
is equal to the ordinal sum along i~o9 (i.e., the first infinite ordinal) of 
1 + rank By Thus, since each Bi either is empty or is a barrier, then either 
the singleton {i} belongs to B or else Bi is a barrier of smaller rank than 
B. We use this fact in the proof of Proposition 2.3 below. 
We now turn to the promised study of sequence-valued functions on 
barriers. We begin with a definition. 
DEFINITION. A middleton is a map m from a barrier B to the real, 
positive-valued sequences in the unit ball o f / I (Z+ ) such that, if we write 
m(b)=(mi(b))i>~l for b6B then mi(b)~O only if i~b. 
In the context of the next section, a natural example of a middleton is 
to suppose that Ei is a sequence of pairwise orthogonal projections on 
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Hilbert space, B is some barrier, and for each b ~ B there is a unit vector 
eb given in the range of Ze~bEe. We then define me(b)= IlEiebll 2 as a 
middleton on B. The following proposition is our main result on 
middletons. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. I f  m, n are middletons respectively on the barriers B 
and C (where B= C) and ~ > 0 then there are finite convex combinations 
x = ~ #jm(bj) y = ~, vjn(cj) 
of elements of B and C such that 
r lx -y l l l< l l lx l la - I ly l l l  I +~. 
Before we can prove Proposition 2.3 we must first collect two technical 
lemmas. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let B be a barrier containing no singletons and let c ~ B be 
a finite set. Then for each i~ c let Bi denote the set of b such that min b > 
max c and {i} u b ~ B. Then the B i are all barriers and there is an io ~ c such 
that Beo has a subbarrier with the property that for each bo in this subbarrier 
and each i~ c there is a (unique) b ~ Be which is an initial segment of bo. 
Proof That the sets B i are barriers is readily seen. We prove the 
remainder of the lemma by induction on n = Icl. The case n = 1 is trivial. 
Suppose the lemma is true for all cases less than n and let i' be the index 
obtained by using c\{min c} in place of c. (Note for induction that this set 
has the same maximum as c and so the sets Be under consideration are the 
same.) Let B' be the subbarrier of B i, so  obtained and let B (1) be the set 
of b_~ B' in Bmi, c which contain a b '~B '  as a proper initial segment. 
Similarly let B 12) be the set of b ~ ~ in Bmi, c which are contained as an 
initial segment of some element of B'. It is easily seen that B (r) (r = 1, 2) 
partition the subbarrier of those b ~ Bmin,. which are subsets of B'. Thus, by 
Theorem 2.2 one of these sets contains a subbarrier. In the case that B (1) 
contains a subbarrier, take io--n, otherwise take io = i'. | 
LEMMA 2.5. Let m be a middleton on the barrier B and let N~Z +. 
Suppose that me(b)<l /N  for all i eZ  + and b~B. Let k>~l. Then either 
there is a bomb with ]tm(bo)l]l <k /N  or else there is a subbarrier B o 
containing an element bo with a proper initial segment ba such that 
- k /N[  < 1IN Z me(bo) 
i~b l  I 
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and for any b E B o having b~ as an initial segment, 
tmi(h)-mi(bo)l <1IN. 
i~bl 
Proof Let nl = min/~ and let 
B 1= {b: minb>nl, {nl) ubeB}. 
If B1 is not empty then it is a barrier and we partition it into two sets 
according to whether m~,({nl}wb) is less than 1/(2N) or not. By 
Theorem 2.2 we find that one of these Sets contains a subbarrier, B'I, and 
take nz=minB~+l .  Similarly, let B 2 be the set of b with minb>n2 
and {n2} wb~B'~ and, if this set is non-empty, partition it into four sets 
according to which of the intervals [I/(4N), (l+ 1)/(4N)), for l=0  ..... 4, 
mn2({nl,n2}wb) elongs to. Hence obtain a subbarrier B~ and n3 = 
min B~ + 1. 
Continuing in this way, and halving the length of the intervals considered 
at each stage, we construct sequences of barriers Bj , /~ and a strictly 
increasing sequence of numbers nj. Now this process terminates precisely 
when the set  {n I . . . . .  nj} belongs to B. (If the process did not terminate then 
no initial segment of {nj:j >~ 1 } would belong to B, which would contradict 
the construction.) Let bo be this set in B. Now, if [[m(bo)[[~ < k/N then we 
are done, so suppose otherwise. We let b~ be the shortest initial segment of 
b0 such that Y~b~ mi(bo) >~ (k -  1)IN. Now by the constraint on the size of 
the terms m~(bo), it is clear that b~ is a proper initial segment of bo and that 
k -1  k 
-~-~< ~ mi (bo)<~.  
icbl 
Let r be such that max b 1 : rt r. Then if b ~ B, b ~ b I L) B'r and b has bl as 
an initial segment hen 
1 
Imi(bo)- mi(b)l <~ 
i~bl 
and __s° the required inequality follows. Finally, we take B o = {b ~ B" b_  
blk-JB'r}. I 
Proof of Proposition 2.3. The proof will be by induction on rank B. Let 
us suppose that the proposition holds for all pairs of barriers (B', C') one 
of which has rank less than rank B. 
Choose N> 1/5 and consider the sets 
B (k)= {b e B : (k - 1)/N <~ mmi n b(b) < k/N} 
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for k= 1 ..... N+ 1. By Theorem2.2, one of the sets B (k) contains a 
subbarrier. Compressing to the span of this subbarrier we may suppose 
without loss that there is a fixed k such that 
k -1  k 
W <~mminb(b)<N 
for all b t B. Now, if B has a subbarrier of singletons then the result is 
obvious, so that, compressing to the span of a subbarrier if neccessary, we 
may suppose further that B contains no singletons.a We note that both of 
these suppositions are stable under further compressions of B. 
Next, let C' be the set of unions cl w ... u CN, where ci ~ C and max c~ < 
min c~+1. C' is a barrier and if c~C' then c is expressed uniquely as a 
union of ci as above. Thus we can define a middleton on C' by 
1 U 
n'(ca~ "" WCN)=~ ~ n(cj). 
j= l  
Thus, in particular, we have n'i(c) <~ 1/N for all c E C' and i t  Z + 
Now, by Lemma2.5, we can find a set co tC '  such that either 
IIn'(co)lli<k/N or else Co belongs to a subbarrier C~ and has a proper 
initial segment Cl such that 
n~(co)-k/N < 1IN 
i~cl 
and for any c ~ C~ having Cl as an initial segment, 
In~(c)-n~(co)l < 1IN. 
iECl 
Suppose that the first case obtains. We can easily find positive/~i ( i t  Co) 
summing to unity such that 
n'i(Co)-#i k <k- IIn'(c0)lll, 
iEco 
Thus, choosing b jeB  ( j tco)  to be of the form {j} ub,  where b has 
rain b > max Co, we take x = Zj~ c0 I~jn(bj) " It is readily seen that 
2 
IIx - n'(c0)ll 1 < Ilxll 1 - ]ln'(c0)l] ~ + 
1 Here and in the sequel, when we talk of compressing to an infinite set we mean that both 
B and C are replaced by the sets respectively of b e B and c E C contained in this set. By slight 
abuse of notation, we maintain the original names for the subbarriers so obtained. Note that 
since B = C, this process yields a pair of barriers with the same property. 
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and since n'(co) is a convex combination of n(c)'s, the result follows in this 
case. For the remainder of the proof we shall therefore suppose that the 
second case outlined above obtains. 
We at once compress to the span of C~. As in the last paragraph, we 
choose posit ive/~ (i~ c~) summing to unity such that 
1 k <- .  
i~Cl N 
Now, adopting the notation of Lemma 2.4, there are an io e Cl and a sub- 
barrier B' of B~0 such that for each beB'  and iec~, {i} wb has a unique 
b~ e B as an initial segment. We construct a middleton on B' as follows. 
Given b e B' we let b~ be as described above and, letting 
x =  jm(bj), 
j~c l  
we take m'~(b) = x~ for i~ B' and zero otherwise. 
Now, by the discussion on reduction of rank above, rank B' < rank B. If 
- -  ! 
we take C" to be the set of c ___ B' such that c~ w c ~ Co, we get a barrier and 
we define a middleton on it by 
n;'(e) = n;(c  u e) 
for all i~ C"= B' and zero otherwise. Thus, by our induction hypothesis, 
there are finite convex combinations 
X = Z Prm' (b ( r ) )  , Y = 2 f f rn" (c ( r ) )  '
r r 
where b(r)~ B', c(r)~ C", and IIx-Yll l  < I [lxlll - IIYlIll + e. However, letting 
br, j ( j~c l )  be the initial segment of { j}wb (~) in B and Cr=Clk . J c ( r )  E 
C'o ~ C', consider 
NOW,  
fc=~ ~ p~#jm(br, j) and ~=~ a~n'(c~). 
r j~c  I r 
~, I~i -¢e l=l lx -y l l~<l l lx l l l - I ly l l l l+~.  
i > max dl 
Also, writing d(J)= (dlJ)), where all J)= (k/N) 6i, j (where 6 is the Kronecker 
delta) and d=~j~c  I #jd (j), then for any r and j s  cl 
[mg(br, j)-dlJ) l  < 1IN. 
iEcl 
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Thus ~;~,  I x i - -d i [  < 1IN. On the other hand, for any r 
~2 In;(cr)-di[  ~< ~ (Ini.(Cr)-n~(eo) [ + In'e(eo)-d,-I) 
iEcl iEcl 
<~ 1/N + Z In;(co)- ~,,k/NI 
i~Cl 
1 1 
<--+~<2e.N 
Thus, taking these last two together, ~;~c112i-~;I < 3e and so 
112-¢111< I Ilxlll-Ily[ll I +4e 
~< I I1~[I ~ - IIPlI~ I + 4e 
and, since each n'(Cr) is a convex combination of n(c)'s, the result 
follows. I 
We conclude this section with a final lemma on the structure of barriers. 
Although it is unrelated to the proof of Proposition 2.3, we include it in 
this section because it, also, is purely combinatoric. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let B be a barrier. Then either B consists entirely oj 
singletons or else there is a barrier B' such that au  {n} belongs to B 
whenever a~ B', n ~ B, and n > max a. 
Proof Let Bo be the set of b~B such that b ~") :=(b \{maxb})u  {n} 
belongs to B for all n ~ B and n >/max b and let C = B\B  o. We shall show 
that B o contains a subbarrier of B by supposing that C contains a 
subbarrier, deriving a contradiction and then applying Theorem 2.2. 
Suppose C~_B1 is a barrier. Let bl be the initial segment of C in C. 
Now we can find nl >max b I such that b~"l)¢B. Now consider b~"l)w 
{n ~ C:n  >>. nl} and let el be the initial segment of this set belonging to B. 
Of course max el > nl. Now e~\{nl} =-C and certainly cannot belong to 
B, so let b2 be the initial segment of (e , \{n~})w{nsC:n>~maxe~} 
belonging to B. Note that max b2 > max e~. Repeat his process inductively, 
obtaining sequences of sets b j, cj. Write dj= bj\{max b/} and observe that 
dj is a proper initial segment of d/+a. Thus, taking L = Uj~>~ dj, we get an 
infinite subset of C. Let b be the initial segment of L belonging to B. 
For j sufficiently large, b ~_ dj, but then b is a proper initial segment of b j, 
contradicting incomparability. Thus, by Theorem 2.2, since C cannot 
contain a barrier, B o must contain a barrier. Fix on a barrier in Bo and let 
B' be the set of b\{max b} for b in this barrier. 
Now observe that a barrier either consists entirely of singletons or else 
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contains only finitely many singletons. For suppose a belongs to a barrier 
containing infinitely many singletons but is not itself a singleton. Then, 
letting n > max a be (the element of) a singleton in the barrier, note that no 
element of the barrier can have a ~n) as an initial segment and so a\{max a} 
must contain an element of the barrier, contradicting incomparability. 
Thus, if B does not consist entirely of singletons then all the sets in B' 
are non-empty. Thus B' is a barrier. Now for any fixed a E B' let Ba be the 
set of b with min b > max a such that a u b ~ B. Clearly Ba is a barrier 
which contains infinitely many singletons and B--~ = {n ~ B : n > max a}. 
Thus a (") ~ B for all n ~/~ with n > max a. ] 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2 
Throughout his section we work with fixed projections En and operators 
X and Y which satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 1.2. Given a set a _ Z + 
we write Po for the projection ~n~a En. 
Since, for any infinite set L, [[XPL [b > 1, it follows by the strong lower 
semi-continuity of the norm that there is a finite subset a of L such that 
][XPa [J > 1. Thus, the set of finite sets a with [IXPa [I > 1 has the property 
required for the hypothesis of Galvin's theorem (Theorem 2.1.) However, 
before applying Galvin's theorem, we first select out a family of finite sets 
with particularly useful properties. 
DEFINITION. We shall say that a set a ___ Z + is minimal for X if it is mini- 
mal with respect o set inclusion for the property that there is a unit vector 
x belonging to the range of Pa such that q[Xxt[ >~ 1. 
Now, since every finite a with I[XPa[h > 1 contains a minimal set, it 
follows that the collection of minimal sets satisfies the conditions of 
Galvin's theorem. Thus, compressing to some infinite subset of Z +, we may 
assume that the minimal sets for X form a barrier. (The incomparability of
sets follows automatically from minimality.) Repeating this argument for 
Y* and compressing again, we take B to be the minimal sets for X, C to 
be the minimal sets for Y* and assume hereafter that B and C are barriers 
with B = C. The next lemma describes the relevant consequences of our 
definition of minimality. 
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose that aw {n} is minima~for X for  infinitely many n. 
Let vectors Zl .... , ZN and ~ > 0 be given. Then we can f ind arbitrarily large 
n for  which there is a unit vector Yn in the range of  Pa + En such that 
IIXy~ II > 1 -~ and sup I(y~, ze)l <a  
i=  1, ..., N 
582a/63/2-3 
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Proof For each n>maxa for which aw {n} is minimal, let x. be a 
unit vector in the range of Pa + En with IIXx. [I >/1 and let x be a weak 
accumulation point of the x..  Clearly x lies in the range of Pa. Thus, 
infnl lx. -x l l=~>O, for otherwise [IXxll would be not less than 1, 
contradicting the minimality of P .  + En. We can choose n arbitrarily large 
such that 
I(Xx, X (x . -x ) ) l ,  I (x ,x . -x ) l ,  
are all less than eu2/4. But then 
and 
and sup [ (x , -x ,  zi)[ 
l <~i<~N 
1 <~ I]Xx + X(x .  - x) l l  2 < I lXxl l  2 + I IZ(x.  - x)tl 2 + e~2/2 
Ilxl[2 + I[x.- xl l2-~=/2 < IIx + (Xn-- X)II 2= 1. 
But by the minimality of P~ + E,,  IIXxll < Ilxll, so that for arbitrarily large 
n, 
IlXn __ X[ 12 < [I X(Xn -- x)II 2 + ~2 
and supl<~i<~Nl(X~--x, ze)l<e~ 2. The result follows on normalizing 
X n - -  X .  
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Let 5>0 be given and let L= {n : I[XEn]I > 1/2}. 
We suppose first that L is an infinite set. For each n e L, choose a unit 
vector x~ in the range of En with [IXxn I[ > 1/2. By passing to an infinite 
subset L'  we may suppose that 
I(Xxn, Xxm)l <~. 
m~n 
m,n~ L '  
Now find a set c E C with c ___ L' and let y be a unit vector in the range of 
Pc such that y=PcYw for some Ilwll ~< 1. Let X=Zn IIE~yll Xn. Then x is 
a unit vector and 
I lXx l l==~ [IE.Yll 2 IlXXnlI2+ ~ IIE.yl[ IIEmYll (Xx. ,  XXm> > ¼--5 
n m~n 
Thus, if we take D = ( 1/(1 _ x//~ )) Zn (x, ® E n y/1[ E, y II *), we are done. 
Also, taking K= {n "liE n YII > 1/2}, similar arguments apply if this set is 
infinite. Thus, let us assume that both K and L are finite and take 
L o = Z + \ (L  w K). This is an infinite set and so B' = {b ~ B : b ___ Lo} and 
C' = { c ~ C : c _~ Lo } are barriers, both with span equal to Lo. 
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Now clearly no b e B' nor c e C' is a singleton. Thus, by application of 
Lemma 2.6, first to B' and then to C', we obtain barriers B" and C" such 
that B"=C" and if b~B", cEC" then bw{n}~B' and c~{n}eC'  for 
infinitely many n. Thus, by Lemma 3.1, given b eB", t 1 >0, and vectors 
Zl ..... ZN we can find n > max b and a unit vector e belonging to the range 
of Pb + En such that 
IlYel[ > 1 - ~ and sup I(e, Pbzi)l < ft. 
i 
However, IIXEn[I ~ 1/2 so that IlXPbel[ >1 1/2 - t /  and I(Pbe, zi)[ <~I for 
all i. 
Thus, by fixing on an enumeration of B" and iterating this procedure 
inductively, we obtain a sequence of unit vectors e b (b ~ B") such that each 
eb belongs to the range of Pb, ][Xeb q[ > 1/2-- e, and both 
I(Xeb, Xeb,)l and ~ ~l(E.eb,  eb,)l 
b#b'  bv~b'  n 
b ,b 'EB"  b ,b '~B"  
are less than e. We argue similarly to obtain a sequence of vectors fc 
(c ~ C"), but the construction is slightly more involved. First use the same 
type of repeated application of Lemma 3.1 to the operator Y* to get unit 
vectors yc (c~ C") in the range of Pc with l[ Y*Ycl] > 1/2 -e  and both 
Y', I Y* ( Y~, Y*Y~,)I and Y, Y, I(E~ YY*y~, YY*Yc,)[ 
c~-c '  C~C'  n 
c, c '  ~ C"  c, c'  E C"  
less than e(½-•)4. We then take 
Y*Yc L -  
Il e c YY  *Y c II 
and note that 
1 
[[f~ I[ ~< 1/2 -----~' ]IP~ Yf~ l[ = 1, 
and both 
[ (f~,f~,)l and ~ ~[(E~Yfc, Yfc')[ 
c~c '  c~c '  n 
c, c I ~ C"  c, c '  ~ C"  
are less than e. 
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We now use these sequences of vectors to define middletons on B" and 
C". Let 
m,(b) = I[E~eb II 2 and n,(c) =IIE, PcYf~II = 
for i ~ B"= C" and b e B", c e C". We are now in a position to make use 
of the work of the last section. By Proposition 2.3, we can find positive 
numbers #j and vj summing to one and elements bj and cj from B", C" such 
that 
~ [ ~#jmi(bj)-vjn,(cj) <e. 
Without loss of generality we may suppose that the sets bj. and cj are 
indexed without redundancy. Let e=~_.j~/-~jebj and let f=Zj~/-DJcj. 
Then, writing e,, el and e;' for certain sequences of positive numbers 
summing to less than e, 
Similarly, 
and, of course, 
so that 
IJE, Yflp2 ~ ~ vj [IE, YfcjII=- ~, 
J 
= ~ vj IlE, Yfcjlp2+ E vj I[E, rfcj[le-ei 
j :  ie  cj j: i(~ cj 
>1 ~, vjni(cj) -- ~:i. 
J 
liE, ell 2 ~ ~ & IIE,%II = + ~ 
J 
= ~ #jmi(bj) + e;. 
J 
#jmi(bj) <~  vjni(cj) + e;', 
J J 
liE, ell 2 ~ liE, Yfll 2 + (~, + ~ + ~;). 
Thus, by Lemma 1.3, there is an operator Do with I[Do II < 1 + ~ and 
IlOo Yf -  ell 2 < 2 v /~.  Thus, 
IIXOo Yfll > IIXell - IlXll IlOo Yf-- ell 
> ½ + 0(4/7) 
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and 
Ilflt ~2+ o(~). 
Thus, on making a wise choice of e and rescaling to get D, the result 
follows. | 
Remark. The reader will readily see that our argument in fact leads to 
an estimate of liDII < 4 + e. Furthermore, this can be improved by a more 
prudent choice of the ordinate number in the sets L and K. The best 
improvement that can be made in this way allows us to replace 4 + e with 
2/(3 - x/~) + e. 
However, we conjecture that in fact we may always find IIDIb < 1 + e. In 
attemting to prove this we have concentrated on the combinatorics rather 
than the functional analysis, and have some evidence for the conjecture. 
However, the path we envisage would substantially enlarge the previous 
section and we are unwilling to proceed along it until the benefits of such 
an improved estimate are more clear. 
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